
 
 

 

“The best companies outsource to win, not to shrink. They outsource to innovate faster 

and more cheaply in order to grow larger, gain market share, and hire more and 

different specialists – not to save money by firing more people.” (Thomas L. Friedman, 

The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First Century) 

 

 

Large or small, local or national, your company is looking to grow. This will undoubtedly 

create change along your supply chain and potentially affect your cost. Your company 

will require quick adaptation to maintain its growth, specifically in select key areas, that 

will be vulnerable to these ongoing changes. 

 

Owning and operating a private fleet is often one of the largest costs to a supply chain, if 

not the largest, in both the United States and Canada. As these expenses keep increasing 

each year due to the constant changes in regulations, technology, fuel, labor management, 

and trucking equipment, it is essential to stimulate growth while controlling these costs. 

For a viable solution, many strategies will be considered, all relating to the same reality: 

 

How to Do More with Less? 

 

This scenario can and will ultimately generate a great deal of pressure and can lead to 

incorrect decisions. As fleet management is not a core competency to every company, 

“doing more with less” is an enormous challenge that can be both risky and time-

consuming. This doesn’t always follow suit with desired results, considering that the 

answer is not within your company, it is next door. Outsourcing is a key strategy 

employed more often today than not, where growing companies are always benefiting. 

 

To secure enhancing growth and increasing profits, more and more businesses are 

outsourcing their fleet management and maintenance. Less than 50% of all trucking is 

done by private fleets in America. While this percentage may still seem high, it is 

shrinking every year as companies continue to outsource. Numerous high profile 

companies have been at the leading edge of the outsourcing trend and many others have 

outsourced with equal success. You will see that many of the following benefits are 

apparent from day one. These will be even more noticeable in the long run, as 

outsourcing is also about building a strong and long-lasting relationship. 
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1. Expertise 

 

Outsourcing to third party logistics (3PL) transportation companies is primarily about 

acquiring expertise. As mentioned previously, fleet management and maintenance are 

not core competencies to most businesses. They should be handled by experts who know 

the latest technology and have training and deep knowledge of the domain, to maximize 

your distribution potential output and create new opportunities for you. 

 

Fully owning and operating a private fleet comes with numerous challenges that range 

from driver management and safety regulations, to operational disruptions (see Chart A). 

Not every business can be up to date with this and as a result, not only does outsourcing 

help your company grow, it also reduces the risks you take on and off the road. Indeed, 

federal, state and local policies are ever-changing, such as driver hour regulations, safety 

requirements and environmental standards. Experts are the first to be aware of these 

changes and the first to adjust by making the necessary investments and transportation 

improvements needed. Outsourcing prevents this long, costly and risky adaptation 

process and ensures legislative compliance. 

 

 
 

 

Over 50% of companies reported leasing the majority of their equipment in 2012 (see 

Chart B) and the majority of companies reported fully or partially outsourcing their fleet 

maintenance (see Chart C). By employing 3PL services, you are simultaneously 

acquiring experience, flexibility and quality, while utilizing a company, specialized in 
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fleet services, that knows how to adapt to the growing needs of your business. Fleet 

management and maintenance are a core competency to these transportation solutions 

companies. Consequently, this expertise is always accompanied by continuous fleet 

operation improvements and reliability, which in turn will enhance growth and 

satisfaction from day one. 
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Additionally, businesses that outsource simplify fleet management for themselves, thus 

requiring fewer resources while gaining improved control and visibility over the entire 

process. Day-to-day fleet management functions are handled by experts that provide 

more accurate information to allow businesses to meet their operational and financial 

goals. The success of outsourcing is also the result of building tight relationships that 

ultimately creates a combination of a company’s knowledge and skills particular to its 

industry with the transportation focus of a 3PL. 

 

 

2. Lower Costs 

 

One of the most evident benefits of outsourcing is the decrease in fleet operating costs. 

Experts know where and how to save money without affecting the quality of the service, 

or slowing down the company’s growth. Some of the largest challenges associated with 

owning a private fleet include fuel and equipment (see Chart A). Outsourcing gives 

companies more financial freedom and let them rest on the expertise of 3PLs. 

 

In many cases, the largest challenge to owning a private fleet is to financially manage 

fuel utilization. The constant need for fuel and its variable price always turns into a major 

burden for each and every company. Outsourcing to companies specialized in fleet 

services allow private fleets to “modernize” their assets and gain the advantages of 

onboard technology, which is a solution that is increasingly being implemented (see 

Chart D, p.5). Companies using this technology have reported increased savings on fuel 

usage and increased productivity, while achieving an overall decrease in cost per mile of 

up to 20%. Many other benefits include better monitoring of fleets in general and 

substantially improved on-time delivery. 

 

Furthermore, because of outsourcing, small and large businesses can both benefit from 

corporate level discounts on services and products, such as parts and fuel, thus saving 

more on capital expenditures. 

 

Reducing personnel is another main factor when achieving lower costs. By reducing the 

workforce related to fleet services, this also decreases the overhead costs associated 

with that particular staff, although, often 3PLs take on some of the employees to their 

own operations to soften the transition. 

 

Outsourcing fleet services ultimately eliminates the need to invest more capital into a 

competency that is not core to the company, thus freeing up money for other priorities. 

 

 

3. Enhanced Company Focus 

 

By outsourcing fleet management and maintenance, a company can focus on its core 

activities and achieve better and faster development. Ensuring that the business improves 

its focus and stays on track is essential to every company’s overall growth. 
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Outsourcing allows companies to spend less time on their own fleet and redirect that 

time towards core competencies in order to stimulate its own growth. Eliminating fleet 

administration time enables employees to focus their competencies in assisting the 

company achieve its goals more efficiently. This includes the time-consuming and 

financial burden of employee training and adaptation to technological or legislative 

changes in the fleet industry. 

 

Outsourcing thereby allows businesses to redirect human and financial resources to 

core activities, as capital can be invested to help the company grow better and faster, 

which will become a noticeable benefit from day one and all throughout the 3PL 

relationship. 

 

 

4. Service and Satisfaction 

 

Outsourcing fleet management and maintenance means transferring these services in the 

hands of experts, who in turn will support your company with the best possible personnel, 

equipment and overall service to assure that your business’ needs are met. 

For instance, the implementation of onboard technology has proven to improve job 

satisfaction and significantly lower driver turnover rates. The increasing rate of the 

implementation of this demonstrates its success as a major, vital addition to each and 

every fleet, considering the significant on-time delivery benefits, as well as increases in 

customer service satisfaction. 

 

Furthermore, not only does outsourcing of fleet services improve job satisfaction for 

employees “on the road”, it also benefits the stationary workforce in the shop, warehouse 

and office. 
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Overall, outsourcing is an excellent solution for any growing company. If businesses 

cannot invest in their private fleet, pursuing a Dedicated Contract Carriage (DCC) 

solution is a great alternative. DCC enables companies to optimize the utilization of their 

private fleets without having to invest in it. This solution allows companies to meet all 

their transportation and distribution requirements, as well as improving their services. 

Indeed, DCC solutions include outsourcing expertise such as, driver management and 

route design. The benefits for your company would mean greater overall control, 

improved quality and reliability, as well as optimization of your fleet. 

 

Knowledge and expertise are not always in the hands of the company itself. Fleet service 

providers have significant experience, as they are familiar with most transportation issues 

and have “Done That Before”. They have the know-how to reduce costs while providing 

innovative solutions for the customer. In summary, every company wants to do “more 

with less” but is not always pointed in the right direction. Your opportunity to improve 

your supply chain network and customer service, allowing your company to grow to its 

full potential at an even more competitive rate, begins now! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


